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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Mountain Accord, as defined in the Charter is:
to preserve the legacy of the Wasatch through a modern, environmentally-sustainable
transportation system; responsible stewardship of the natural resources; quality
recreation experiences; and a vibrant economy.
This white paper addresses a portion of this purpose, focusing specifically on providing more
detailed and complementary information to inform several of the transportation evaluation
metrics for the transportation concepts, and to provide some additional information on the
potential economic impacts of the those concepts. Several of the transportation metrics
developed by the System Group are qualitative while others require a more rigorous technical
a a
. Th
h e a e
a
g d c e a da
e f
a
de e ed,
be
updated accordingly.
This document builds on what the Transportation System Group has started. This document
ackno ledge and/o an e
ome of he an po a ion and economic e ion
e e hea d
from a variety of stakeholders, but as noted above does not provide a complete picture of how
the transportation concepts, or the economy, recreation and environment system proposals
would meet the purpose of Mountain Accord or the vision and goals of the four systems. That
comprehensive analysis will occur as part of developing and evaluating combined scenarios
using the goals and metrics from all four system groups.

SUMMARY
Each of the transportation concepts evaluated (A, B, C and D) would provide transportation and
economic benefits, although the benefits vary among the different concepts. Some of this
variation can be readily quantified and some cannot. Some of the most important questions for
Mo n ain Acco d,
ch a
ha effec
o ld each in e men ha e on
ali of life, on
increasing visitors and visitor spending, on the recreation experience, or on the long term
p e e a ion of he en i onmen ? canno be eadil quantified. And yet, these questions are
critical to consider in the pursuit of meeting the core purpose of Mountain Accord.
The analysis for this white paper primarily addresses readily quantifiable and standard
transportation metrics, such as travel time, route length, ridership, and cost estimates. It also
addresses questions that are not answered by a transportation demand model or by any other
standard predictive method. For example, the travel demand model that forecasts transit
ridership does not account for how any given investment could increase development and thus
users; how it could increase the number of visitors attracted and additional trips by residents
due to greater convenience and reliability; or how it could increase tourism, recreation and trips
ha e l f om p o iding a ni e a ele e pe ience . We kno f om ind
e pe
and
analog experiences in other locations, particularly Europe, that these kinds of transportation
system improvements can result in substantial increases in transit use, but those kinds of
changes cannot be predicted by a travel demand model. Therefore, these questions are
addressed qualitatively in this paper, based on best available information. These questions, and
others, will be further evaluated in greater detail in Phase II.
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Key findings from the quantitative and qualitative analysis are summarized below:
Concept A (Figure 2) would provide improved transit (bus) service in most of the same routes
as the other concepts, but buses would often operate with general traffic in existing lanes, and
therefore transit riders would be caught in the same congestion as automobiles and suffer from
delays and unreliability. This concept would not provide a direct connection between the
Cottonwood Canyons and the Park Ci a ea. I
o ld no p o ide a ni e
a ele
e pe ience (e.g., mo n ain ail o gondola). I o ld no be e pec ed o p a m ch an i
oriented development as the other concepts, and would likely result in little added visitation and
recreation by residents or tourists. It would increase transit ridership on the system by 5-10,000,
but as population grows, transit would be increasingly delayed by growing congestion. It is the
lowest cost concept and generally represents a continued management of current travel
behavior, experience and economic development trends.
Concept B (Figure 3) represents a major change from the past in terms of travel behavior,
experience and economic development by providing a new and unique connection through the
mountains between the Cottonwood Canyons and Park City. It would provide light rail service
from the valley, up LCC, and via rail tunnel or gondola to BCC and the Park City area. Rail in
this corridor, including portions of the valley, LCC and SR 224, would operate in exclusive right
of way and therefore be largely immune to growing traffic congestion. It would provide bus rapid
an i and e p e
b
on SR 224 and Pa le
o e e g o ing a el be een S mmi
County and Salt Lake. It would improve reliability in numerous locations of concern both in the
Wasatch Front and Back. Concepts B and D are the only concepts that provide a unique
a ele e pe ience (e.g., mo n ain ail o gondola) ha o ld be e pec ed o b an iall
increase visitation and recreation by residents and tourists. It would also be expected to spur
transit-oriented development in many of the locations, both in the Wasatch Front and Back,
proposed by the economic group. Based on the travel demand model, it would increase transit
ridership by approximately 10-15,000, although the indirect and induced visitation and travel
would be expected to add substantially to that estimate. Construction costs are much higher
compared to Concept A, and moderately higher (with tunneling) than Concept C.
Concept C, (Figure 4) unlike B, would not be a major change to past or current travel behavior,
patterns, experience or economic development trends, but it would generate substantial system
ridership. It would provide a new transit mode (rail) in the existing I-80 and SR 224 corridors,
and would likely spur transit oriented development in some of the locations (primarily in the
Wasatch Back) proposed by the economy system group. Given that most of this rail line would
parallel a well-functioning interstate, travel times between many destinations would see little to
no improvement over No-build, although for the I-80 and 224 corridors transit travel times
compared to auto could improve over time as population and congestion grow. This concept
would provide some transit travel time benefits in the Salt Lake valley but would do little or
nothing to improve reliability for LCC and BCC trips (same as A). This concept would not
provide a new connection between the Cottonwood Canyons and the Back, nor would it provide
a ni e a ele e pe ience (e.g., mo n ain ail o gondola) and he efo e o ld no be
expected to substantially increase visitation and recreation by residents and tourists. Like A, it
would not address some but not all of the safety concerns in the Cottonwoods. Based on the
travel demand model, it would increase transit ridership by approximately 10-15,000.
Construction costs are much higher compared to Concept A, and moderately lower than
Concept B.
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Concept D (Figure 5) combines Concepts A and B, and therefore provides all of the benefits
described for those two concepts, as well as approximately 15,000 to over 20,000 new transit
trips. However, it is substantially more expensive than the other concepts. Feasibility of funding
and constructability are not part of the current analysis, but it is highly likely that concept D
would need to be advanced and constructed in phases spread over multiple years.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM GOALS AND METRICS
Transportation Goals
The transportation system group goals are derived from the input from the Mountain Accord
system group process currently underway, as well as the extensive outreach efforts of previous
studies.
Goal 1: Provide integrated multimodal transportation choices for residents, visitors, and
employees
Goal 2: Ensure the transportation experience is reliable and facilitates a positive
experience
Goal 3: Ensure the transportation experience is safe and promotes health
Goal 4: The transportation system supports the natural and intrinsic values of the Central
Wasatch

Transportation Metrics
The following ten metrics were developed by the transportation system group in order to
analysis concepts and advance the goals of the transportation system group.
Metric 1: Increase percent of trips to-and-from mountain destinations accommodated by
alternate modes (i.e. non-SOV, mode split)
Metric 2: Provides access to a range of destinations (activity and development centers
as well as dispersed recreation)
Metric 3: Provides benefit within the regional transportation system (e.g. reduces
demand or provides an alternate choice on congested corridors)
Metric 4: Reduce system susceptibility to risks caused by avalanches, rockslides,
inclement weather, and incidents
Metric 5: Flexible capacity to accommodate daily and seasonal fluctuations in demand
Metric 6: Positive influence on high-accident locations
Metric 7: Ability to provide evacuation alternatives
Metric 8: Accommodate and encourage bike and pedestrian use of transportation
corridors
Metric 9: Reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) to improve air quality and provide other
environmental benefits
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Metric 10: Mitigates the need to expand surface parking in sensitive natural areas
Metric 11: Avoids negative impacts to priority environmental areas
There are currently four fundamental draft concepts that are reflections of system group input
over the past several months, A, B, C and D. Those are shown in Figures 2 5. The four
concepts are shown along with their respective objectives and highlights of their attributes. This
section is followed by a primer on transportation modes currently under consideration. Next is a
discussion of potential alignments of various rail options that have been considered. Detailed
alignments along with associated impacts and benefits will be analyzed in much greater detail in
Phase II of Mountain Accord. This section includes illustrative cross-sections to give the
System Group and others a better understanding of the Concepts.
Ridership and planning level cost estimates are shown in the concept evaluation section. This
section provides summaries in graphical and tabular formats. Similar to the discussion on
alignments, the information about ridership and costs are developed to support the objectives of
Phase I, meaning to provide an order of magnitude to help decision-makers formulate an
Idealized Scenario.
Table 10 attempts to capture a variety of questions and concerns that have been raised in a
variety of venues regarding Phase I transportation issues.
Table 11 shows the draf e c
c eca d
da e ha
technical details will be provided in future updates.

c de a f

C

ce

. Add

a
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CONCEPTS
Economic System
Transportation Concepts were coordinated to connect land-use and economic cores identified
by the Economy System Group (Figure 1 blue circles).
Figure 1

The Ec
S e G
d af dea ed
e
c de
a
e
e
c d
that connect future economic activity centers for purposes of improving the flow of people,
goods, and services within and between Wasatch Front and Wasatch Back communities. A
ab e a g each a
a
ce a
ab
acc
h ec
c b ec e
c e
under development. This will be addressed in more detail in Phase II.
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Transportation Concepts
Figure 2

The objective of Concept A is to provide a relatively low-cost concept with significant year-round
bus service, especially express or exclusive bus lanes, for service along and to the Wasatch
Front and Back.
P
de add
a B Ra d T a
a d/ c ach e ce
e ga e a
a g he
Wasatch Front, and high end service from SLCIA to Park City
Bus service in the Cottonwood Canyons and Mill Creek Canyon would be improved
Increased transit service to growing areas of Summit County
No new inter-county connections would be provided
There are disincentives to drive, such as paid parking
Snow Sheds will be built on SR-210
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Figure 3

The objective of Concept B is to link the Wasatch Back and Front via train to the existing UTA
rail network. Additional connectivity would link the airport, the CBD, and the U of U with the
urbanized part of Summit County. The Concept would provide year-round, reliable access to
recreation, tourism, and employment areas. It would also provide a mode to avoid highly
congested hotspots and provide alternatives to the automobile.
P
de a
de g a d
c ce be ee S
a d Sa La e C
e
A new light rail line would be constructed from either 9400 South or 7200 South through
Little Cottonwood, and then connect in Park City and north to Kimball Junction
Increased transit service to growing areas of Summit County
Ba a ce f he
d be via high-end coach service utilizing the freeways and
arterials
Add
a B Ra d T a
a d/ c ach e ce
e ga e a
a g he Wa a ch
Front, and high end service from SLCIA to Park City
Bus service in Big Cottonwood Canyon and Mill Creek Canyon would be improved
An option can be an aerial connection between Alta and Park City
There are disincentives to drive, such as paid parking
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Figure 4

The objective of Concept C is to link Salt Lake City and Summit County/Park City with a rail
option to serve the growing economies of both areas and to support multi-modal transportation
in Summit County. It would build on the connection already in place while the Cottonwoods
would be served by year-round bus options.
Provides a new rail alignment from the U of U to Park City via Parleys Canyon
Express bus service along base of Wasatch in Salt Lake County
Increased transit service to growing areas of Summit County
No new inter-county connections would be provided
Improved/new local bus service in Salt Lake County canyons
There are disincentives to drive, such as paid parking
Snow Sheds will be built on SR-210
A variation is a direct, express rail connection from SLCIA to Park City
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Figure 5

The objective for Concept D is to provide regional connectivity and choice to and from the
Wasatch Front and Back with a single mode. Similar to Concept B, it would provide year-round,
reliable access to recreation, tourism, and employment areas. It would also provide a mode to
avoid highly congested hotspots and provide alternatives to the automobile.
Provides a new rail alignment from the U of U to Park City to south valley rail network,
c ea g a G a d L
Express bus service along base of Wasatch in Salt Lake County
Improved/new local bus service in two Salt Lake County canyons
There are disincentives to drive, such as paid parking
Increased transit service to growing areas of Summit County
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CONCEPT MATRIX
Technical Evaluation of Concepts
This section specifically addresses the alternative Concepts in
terms of cost, ridership, and travel time. Each Concept graphic
highlights how transit links have been organized into routes
look for a transparent shadow that traces the routes on the
following graphics. The routes are numbered and correspond to
the cost and ridership estimates, which are presented in ranges.
It is noted that there are many possible ways to organize the
proposed transit links into continuous routes; the organization
a
ach e e ed a
f
a e -to-a e c
a
.
There are numerous inputs and assumptions involved in travel
and ridership forecasts. The basic assumptions included in the
ridership forecasts as presented are as follows:
2040 scenario forecast year
Land use assumptions are consistent throughout
scenarios, and are based on the land use and
development assumed for 2040 RTP. They do not reflect
potential additional development that could result from a
major transportation investment.
Recreation demand fluctuates seasonally and by day of
week; this analysis assumes winter weekend-level
recreation conditions.
Industry experts believe increased tourism and recreation
is probable with a major transportation investment. This
a a
a
e b
e -asa ec ea
e e ,
and therefore does not reflect additional trips and transit
demand that could be generated from major
transportation investments.
In addition to increased recreation demand at existing
destinations, experts believe a scenic mountain rail or
even gondola, can in itself be a substantial attractor, and
this additional travel market is not reflected in the
ridership estimates.
This analysis does not reflect the impact of pricing
strategies, either for parking or for canyon access.
Ac
e bac g
d a
e
a
ed a
scenarios. Ski bus routes and PC Connect were removed
if the proposed option was redundant, but there are some
instances were transit service is overlapping (particularly
in Park City/SR-224).
Guardsman pass is closed (i.e. winter transportation
network).

TRAVEL
FORECASTS
Ridership estimates have
been developed using a
regional travel demand
forecast (TDF) model. A
TDF model is an electronic
replica of a geographical
region
that
uses
information
such
as
household characteristics,
employment,
and
availability of travel options
as inputs into a series of
mathematical equations to
simulate travel behavior.
TDF models are state-ofthe-practice tools used by
planners to understand
how changes to land use
and
transportation
will
influence travel patterns.
These models do not
replace
judgment
and
expertise,
but
instead
inform specific aspects
within a range of evaluation
criteria.
Long terms studies like the
Mountain Accord generally
develop travel forecasts
iteratively using updated
assumptions (e.g. different
tourism scenarios). As
refinements are made the
ridership expectations are
also likely to change.
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Figure 6

Assumptions
BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates.
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
Avalanche sheds in LCC at White Pine Chutes, White Pine, Little Pine.
Cost assumes
articulated bus
min headways
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Concept A Results:
Table 2

Low
5,000

Low

High
10,000

$40 M

High

V

$50 M

High

Low
$160 M

$190 M

Low

IV

$130 M

Low
$90 M

High

III

$160 M

Low

High

High
$100 M

$120 M

$140 M

II

Daily 2040
Ridership

Route Cost

Operating
Cost
Low
$23 M

High
$29 M

High

Low
$530 M

Aerial

I

0
$650 M

LRT, Exclusive
0

BRT, Exclusive
32.2

42

BRT, Shared

Length
(mi)

Capital
Cost

Table 1
Origin / Destination
Park City to Sandy
Park City to Alta

Travel Time
(min)
80
101

Park City to Brighton

94

Downtown SLC to Alta

77

Sandy to Alta

56

Alta to Brighton

91

Airport to PC

61

Airport to PC (Express Bus)

49

Airport to Alta

88

Observations
No change in the travel time between recreation areas from current conditions.
Cottonwood Canyons remain dead-end canyons. No improvement in safety egress.
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Figure 7

Assumptions
BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
LRT begins at Kimball Jct.
LRT street running in urban areas, side running in LCC
Tunnel from PC to Brighton, Brighton to Alta (for rail option),
For aerial option, direct Brighton to PC Transit Center link (w/5 min transfer time between aerial links)
PC to Brighton rail link includes stop at Deer Valley
LRT cost assumes double track
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Concept B Results:
Table 4

Low
10,000

High

Low

Low
High
15,000

$40 M

$50 M

High

V

$160 M

$190 M

Low

Low

IV

$2.6 B

$3.1 B

High

III

$90 M

Low

High

High
$100 M

$150 M

$180 M

II

Daily 2040
Ridership

Route Cost

Operating
Cost
Low
$32 M

High
$39 M

High

Low
$3.0 B

Aerial

I

0
$3.7 B

LRT, Exclusive
32.7

BRT, Exclusive
25.9

42

BRT, Shared

Length
(mi)

Capital
Cost

Table 3
Origin / Destination

Travel Time
(min)

Park City to Sandy

57

Park City to Alta

21

Park City to Brighton

15

Downtown SLC to Alta

68

Sandy to Alta

36

Alta to Brighton

6

Airport to PC

61

Airport to PC (Express Bus)

49

Airport to Alta

88

Observations
Travel time between recreation areas are vastly improved from current conditions.
Rail or aerial connection between Cottonwood Canyons and Wasatch Back provides safety egress
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Figure 8

Assumptions
BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates.
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
LRT in Parle s is aerial from mouth to Mtn Dell at grade side running from Mtn Dell to Kimball Jct
LRT cost assumes double track
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Concept C Results:
Table 6

Low

Low
High

High

V

Low

High

IV

Low

Low

III

High

Low

High

High

II

Daily 2040
Ridership

Route Cost

Operating
Cost
Low

High

Low

High

I
Aerial

LRT, Exclusive

BRT, Exclusive

BRT, Shared

Length
(mi)

Capital
Cost

Table 5
Origin / Destination
Park City to Sandy
Park City to Alta

10,000

15,000

$40 M

$50 M

$100 M

$130 M

$130 M

$90 M

$160 M

$100 M

$2.0 B

$2.5 B

$18 M

$22 M

$2.4 B

0
$2.9 B

27.9

20.9

80
101

Park City to Brighton

94

Downtown SLC to Alta

73

Sandy to Alta

56

Alta to Brighton

91

Airport to PC

81

Airport to PC (Express Rail)
6.8

Travel Time
(min)

Airport to Alta

67
113

Observations
No change in the travel time between recreation areas from current conditions.
Cottonwood Canyons remain dead-end canyons. No improvement in safety egress.
Airport to Park City rail connection slower than bus connection
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Figure 9

Assumptions
BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates.
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
LRT in Parle s is aerial from mouth to Mtn Dell at grade side running from Mtn Dell to Kimball Jct
LRT street running in urban areas, side running in LCC
LRT cost assumes double track
Additional ~$1B for Express Rail (Downtown Bypass)
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Concept D Results:
Table 8

Low
18,000

High

Low

Low
High
25,000

$40 M

$50 M

High

V

$100 M

$130 M

Low

Low

IV

-

-

High

III

$90 M

Low

High

High
$100 M

$4.1 B

$5.1 B

II

Daily 2040
Ridership

Route Cost

Operating
Cost
Low
$25 M

High
$30 M

High

Low
$4.4 B

Aerial

I

0
$5.4 B

LRT, Exclusive
53.2

BRT, Exclusive
14.6

6.8

BRT, Shared

Length
(mi)

Capital
Cost

Table 7
Origin / Destination

Travel Time
(min)

Park City to Sandy

57

Park City to Alta

21

Park City to Brighton

15

Downtown SLC to Alta

68

Sandy to Alta

36

Alta to Brighton

6

Airport to PC

81

Airport to PC (Express Rail)

67

Airport to Alta

88

Observations
Travel time between recreation areas are vastly improved from current conditions.
Rail or aerial connection between Cottonwood Canyons and Wasatch Back provides safety egress
Airport to Park City rail connection slower than bus connection
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Concept Permutations
Numerous variations of the concepts described above are plausible. Some of the variations that
have been suggested include a variation of Concept B that connects Alta to Brighton to Park
City with an aerial system rather than rail. Another is a variation of Concept C that includes a
rail connection from the Salt Lake International Airport that bypasses much downtown Salt Lake
City to improve travel times between the Airport and Park City. Some of the attributes of these
variations are summarized in the Table 9 below.
Table 9

Concept
Variation

Round Costs
(Capital Only)

B Aerial

$1.98B-$2.3B

C Express
(Downtown
SLC Bypass)

$3.4B-$3.9B

Assumptions

BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates.
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
LRT street running in urban areas, side running in LCC
Direct Brighton to PC Transit Center link
5 min transfer time between aerial links
LRT cost assumes double track
Aerial cost from Mtn Trans. Study
BRT travels in mixed flow on all Interstates.
BRT travels in exclusive lanes on all arterials
LRT Airport link to hub on 600 West
LRT Bypass loop, hub to 400 S to 200 W to 700 S. to
existing rail to 2100 S
LRT Aerial alignment adjacent to I-80 in SL Valley
LRT in Parle s is aerial from mouth to Mtn Dell at grade
side running from Mtn. Dell to Kimball Jct.
LRT cost assumes double track
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Questions and Responses
In addition to the specific questions per Concept, there are several overarching questions that
will be addressed during the process as shown in Table 10.
Table 10

Question
Will a major investment induce more
visitation to the greater Wasatch?

What are the environmental impacts,
or consequences, of a major transit
investment?
What if the Cottonwood Canyons
were closed to cars, like Zion
NP. Could a transit investment
accommodate the demand?
Are any of the draft concepts
consistent with regional or statewide
plans?

Response
Yes. As the population increases, so will visitation. A major investment
that meets the metrics would further increase visitation. Induced
visitation growth will be different for different types of investment. These
numbers are not reflected in the ridership forecasts.
Definitive results will be part of Phase II, the NEPA process. Generally,
any alternative, including doing nothing, will have both negative and
beneficial environmental consequences.
Yes, but further analysis will be required to understand the needs of
residents, freight/deliveries, and maintenance traffic. Parking for all the
displaces cars (5,000+) at the base of the canyon would have to be
provided.
Many of the corridors are identified as projects in the Unified
Transportation Plan. And the development nodes support the goals of
Wasatch 2040.
The transit corridors identified include:
o Ft. Union Corridor (BRT)
o Foothill Blvd to Wasatch Blvd at LCC (Enhanced Bus/BRT)
o Both Cottonwood Canyons (Enhanced Bus or to be determined)
o LCC to 9400 South to Frontrunner Station (BRT).

We ve heard about aerial options in
the past are those still on the table?

Would parking needs increase or
decrease with a major transit
investment?
Would cars still be allowed in Little
Cottonwood if there were rail lines?

The Plan also identifies park and ride upgrades at the mouths of both
canyons.
Highway projects are listed here since there can be the opportunity to
incorporate transit improvements and include Kimball interchange, I-80,
SR-248, SR-224.
Yes, part of Concept B, from Little Cottonwood Canyon to Park City. It is
not being considered for the length of Little Cottonwood due to induced
parking demand at the base, staging impacts and travel time (avg of 15
mph v. 30 mph for a train).
Parking needs could decrease at the key destinations, such as Park City
and the Cottonwoods resorts. Additional parking will need to be
considered at the gate a s Details will be determined and assessed in
Phase II.
Various levels of restrictions are being considered from tolling to parking
to full restrictions. The current transit ridership estimates assume that
cars are allowed in LCC. Ridership estimates would increase if cars were
restricted. Restricting cars in one canyon will push more cars into
another, which is inconsistent with our goals. There will be more analysis
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Question

Will the transportation concepts
consider tolls or paid parking? If so,
how does that influence results?
Would a major transportation
investment open up more sensitive
lands to development?
Is Guardsman Pass part of any
alternatives?

Response
of these concepts in Phase II. As discussed above, parking outside canyon
areas could be significant.
Yes, but more details on those concepts will be developed and analyzed
in Phase II.
Transportation investment could induce development in the mountains if
addition development protections were not in place. The transportation
concepts have been developed with the proposed development nodes as
an assumption.
Opening the Guardsman Pass road to automobiles year round does not
meet the goals set out by Mountain Accord. UDOT has conducted a
detailed assessment:
http://www.udot.utah.gov/main/uconowner.gf?n=14601224187172018
Guardsman Pass road also does not appear to meet goals for improved
transit. (See recommendation on next page).

Would a new connection between
Park City and the Cottonwoods
change skier patterns?

The dynamics of a new connection, and how it would specifically change
skier patterns, is complex and involves multiple considerations. It will be
addressed in Phase II.

Would congestion or traffic levels
change on SR-224 with Concept A or
Concept D?

There will be increased transit ridership, but there will still be congestion.
More analysis will need to be done to address future congestion in Phase
II.

Can the Concepts be phased?

Absolutely. Phasing is always an option. Can be based on a variety of
factors.

What impact would transportation
options have on wildlife corridors?

Tunnel options would likely have little impact on wildlife corridors. It is
unknown what impacts aerial concepts might have. At-grade fixed
guideway could have impacts, depending on design elements, which will
be further evaluated in Phase II.

How well can the Concepts serve
dispersed recreation needs?

There are numerous recreation destinations in the study area, including
several popular sites in the Cottonwoods. The specific location,
frequency of use, and safety evaluation will all be analyzed in more detail
in Phase II. The Recreation System group has identified recreation
locations they would like served by transit.

How feasible are the various
alternatives for federal funding?

Based on current information, many are feasible but more design and
analysis will be required. This will be considered near the end of Phase I
and evaluated in detail in Phase II.
As noted above, adding these kinds of connections can increase
visitation, including tourists as well as locals due in part to the increased
convenience and reliability to reach various destinations as well as the
improved traveler e perience We do not have modeling for reliabl

Will a direct transit connection
between LCC/BCC and Park City area
induce more travel?
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Question

Response
predicting the quantities of such induced travel, but based on other
mountain transportation and similar projects connecting ski recreation
and population areas, it is reasonable to assume that such investments
could substantially increase visitor as well as resident trips. This will be
analyzed in more detail in Phase II.
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Score Card and Comments
Table 11
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MODAL SUMMARY
Bus Transit
Table 12

BUS TRANSIT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Local Bus
Uses existing roadway
Operates with existing traffic
Headways Flexible
Frequent stops
Variety of service options
Familiar vehicles
On-board fare collection
Can change route/service easily
ADA accessible
Same vulnerabilities as an
automobile

Express Bus
Uses existing roadway
Operates with existing traffic
Headways Flexible (often less
frequent than local bus)
Fewer stops
Quicker travel times
Familiar vehicles
On-board fare collection
Can change route/service easily
ADA accessible
Same vulnerabilities as an
automobile

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Light Rail on Tires
Exclusive lanes
Faster travel times
More reliable than local bus
Fewer stops - Typically ½ to 1 mile
Stations with shelters/seating
Variety of service options
Off-board fare collection
Next Bus Information
ADA accessible
Some but not all same vulnerabilities
as an automobile
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Table 13

BUS TRANSIT ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Attribute
Capacity

Range
Varies by
frequency/headways

Operating
Characteristics
Access

Wide range

Cost

$ - $$

Accessibility
Qualitative
Advantages

Assumptions
Range of headways between 2 hrs. to 5 minutes
Follows roadway grades
Flexible service
Variety of fuels grades limit performance
Local bus service could have many stops
BRT service fewer stops
Express Bus fewest stops
High end includes double exclusive lanes, new
vehicles, stations, TSP, ticket vending, etc.
Varies based on amenities
ADA Accessible
Practical
Economical
Recognizable branding
Stations can be similar to rail stations
ADA Accessible
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Rail Transit
Table 14

RAIL TRANSIT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Light Rail
Exclusive Rights-of-Way (can operate in
mixed traffic)
Stops Typically ½ to 1 mile spacing
Service frequency dependent on single
track or double track, demand
Vehicle modification required to engage
rack (cog rail if necessary)
Can travel on grades up to 15%-25%
Electric overhead power is typical
Off-board fare collection
Connection to existing system on
Wasatch Front
ADA Accessible
All-weather reliability

Commuter Rail
Exclusive Right of Way
Stations Typically 5 to 10 mile spacing
Service frequency dependent on single
track or double track, demand
Limited to 2.5% sustained grades
Diesel/Electric or electric overhead
power
Off-board fare collection
Connection to existing system
ADA Accessible
All-weather reliability

Table 15

RAIL TRANSIT ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Attribute

Rail Type
Light Rail

Capacity
Commuter Rail
Light Rail
Operating
Characteristics
Commuter Rail

Accessibility

Light Rail
Commuter Rail

Qualitative
Advantages

Light Rail
Commuter Rail

Range
Varies by
frequency/headways

Assumptions
Scalable headways and # of cars/train can be
varied to accommodate demand
Scalable headways and # of cars/train can be
varied to accommodate demand
Grades up to 15%-25% (cog system)
½ - 1 mile typical station spacing
65 mph max. train speed (slower in rack sections)
Limited to 2.5% sustained grades, short distances
up to 4%
5-10 mile typical station spacing
79mph max train speed
ADA Accessible
Reliable
Attractive
Predictable
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Aerial Transportation
Table 16

AERIAL TRANSPORT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Gondola
Ropeway (steel cable)
Fixed or detachable cars
8-180 people per cabin
Limited by wind speeds 3768 mph
Limited by electrical storms
Travel speed 14 - 22 mph
Electrically powered
ADA Accessible

Aerial Tram
Description Same as Gondola
Ropeway (steel cable)
Fixed or detachable cars
8-180 people per cabin
Limited by wind speeds
37-68 mph
Electrical Storms
Travel speed 14 - 22 mph
Electrically powered
ADA Accessible

Funitel
Description Same as Gondola
Ropeway (steel cable)
Fixed or detachable cars
8-180 people per cabin
Limited by wind speeds 3768 mph
Electrical Storms
Travel speed 14 - 22 mph
Electrically powered
ADA Accessible

Table 17

AERIAL TRANSPORT ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY (3S Gondola Example)
Attribute
Capacity
Operating
Characteristics
Access
Parking
Accessibility
Footprint

Safety

Range
Depends on
car spacing

Assumptions
Less scalable, but can add/remove cars
17 mph gondola speed
1.5 min through angle station
Stations and Ski Areas
Large parking lots needed at termini
ADA Accessible
Appx 9500 ft max. tower spacing between towers
Appx 200 ft max. tower height
Tower footing 3 ½ feet by 3 ½ feet (4 feet per tower)
Stations 66-ft wide by 125-ft long
Access required to towers for construction, power, evacuation and rigging
cable (road or helicopter)
Accidents
Safety comparison Aerial systems are 90% safer than highway (from
National Ski Areas Association)
Avalanche Path Avoidance
Through tower placement
With vertical clearance
Evacuation
Attendant in cabin or at station
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AERIAL TRANSPORT ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY (3S Gondola Example)
Attribute
Qualitative
Advantages

Range

Assumptions
Winch horizontal or rope vertical rescue
Iconic
Innovative
Attraction
Provides a view
Highly visible

Chairlifts
It is important to note that chairlifts are NOT included in this primer on transportation modes.
While lifts do transport people from one place to another, lifts are not considered a mode in the
Mountain Accord process for the following reasons:
Not ADA accessible
Limited function, such as not useful for work or shopping trips
Usually limited in their seasonality
Therefore, he O e Wa a ch c
valid transportation concept.

ce

f

g e

a ea

a cha f ,

c

de ed a
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ALIGNMENTS AND CROSS SECTIONS
SR-210: LCC Base to Alta
Two conceptual rail alignments in Little Cottonwood Canyon were explored to identify any fatal flaws, approximate travel times,
and determine rough order of magnitude costs. One of the alignments travels immediately adjacent to the existing roadway, and
the other travels independent of the highway. These alignments are depicted in Figure 10.
There is an historic standard gage railroad grade in the west end of the canyon that travels from the current Temple Quarry Trail
parking area at the mouth of the canyon to the area of Wasatch Resort. This old alignment was not considered due to the
significant impacts it would have on the residents of Wasatch Resort.
Both alignments could be either single track with passing sidings or double track. The following are brief descriptions of some of
the features of the alignments:
o

o

o

o

The alignment adjacent to the roadway could be located either to the north or south of the existing roadway. It would roughly
follow the same grade as the road. There are sections where the grades exceed 10%, consequently the rail line would require a
rack and cog system. A representative cross section is shown in Figure 11.
The alignment independent of the road travels within the corridor between the Twin Peaks and Lone Peak Wilderness Areas, but
avoids many of the avalanche paths. Short sections of the grade approach 15%, thus requiring a rack and cog system. A
representative cross section is shown in Figures 12 and 13. In this scenario, a trail could be included with the alignment.
Avalanches
To eliminate the hazard of avalanches to the rail line, the alignment travelling adjacent to the existing highway would need
a significant amount of snow sheds to allow avalanches to flow over the rail line.
The alignment independent of the roadway travels around most of the avalanche paths, greatly reducing the number and
length of snowsheds
Dispersed Recreation Users
Both alignment options would accommodate dispersed recreation users allowing for numerous crossings across the
corridor.
S e
a a
e
E
e e a e h h ehe e he a c d stop in several locations only
when a user would want to board or alight in that area. This type of operation would be considered in Phase II.
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Figure 10

Figure 11
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Figure 12

Figure 13
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Alta to Brighton (Rail)
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Due to the steep grades between Alta and Brighton, the only practical rail alignment between the two areas would be through a
tunnel (Figure 14).
Rock in the concept tunnel alignment is composed of grandiorite with no currently mapped faults in the corridor.
Ground water in the upper Grizzly Gulch area is mainly affected by the existing tunnels and shafts of the Alta Consolidated,
Michigan-Utah, Grizzly, Prince of Wales and Solitude Mines. While ground water will be encountered in the disturbance area, the
amount would be minimal and certainly manageable. This is based on current tunnel, spring and surface flows at similar
elevations in the upper parts of Little and Big Cottonwood Canyons.
Through the use of engineering controls within the construction phase, ground water could be maintained below the elevation of
the conceptual rail alignment during construction. Reduced water infiltration simplifies tunnel construction.
There are currently an abundance of existing mapped mine shafts, tunnels, and adits in the Alta/Brighton area, consequently the
geology of the area is well known.
Tunnels can be designed to maintain water flows within the respective drainages.
Groundwater disturbance at the tunnel interface would be mitigated through sealing fractures and/or constructing an impermeable
tunnel lining.
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Figure 14
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Brighton to Park City (Rail)
Three conceptual rail alignments between Brighton and Park City were explored to identify any fatal flaws, approximate travel times,
and determine rough order of magnitude costs. These alignments are depicted in Figures 15, 16 and 17 and include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Tunnel directly from Brighton to Park City Mountain Resort (Figure 15).
Route from Brighton towards Guardsman Pass, through a tunnel to Bonanza Flat, through another tunnel from Bonanza Flat to
Empire Canyon, then through a third tunnel from Empire Canyon to Marsac Ave. to the Park City Transit Center (Figure 16).
Route from Brighton towards Guardsman Pass, through a tunnel to Bonanza Flat, through another tunnel from Bonanza Flat to
Empire Canyon, down Empire Canyon to Daly Ave to Main Street (Figure 17).
Tunneling from Brighton to Park City would encounter more fractured rock including metamorphosed sandstone, mudstone, and
limestone from Brighton to Bonanza Flat, and competent granite from Bonanza Flat to Empire Canyon.
Groundwater disturbance at the tunnel interface would be eliminated through sealing fractures and/or constructing an
impermeable membrane.
Routes through Park City may be very constricted with available right-of-way. An option to reduce right of way impacts would be
to run the rail vehicle in mixed flow with automobile traffic. An example cross section is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 6

Alta to Brighton to Park City via Aerial
o
o
o
o

Placeholder Text
Placeholder Text
Placeholder Text
Placeholder Text
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Alta to Brighton to Park City via Aerial
o
o
o

o

An aerial system would be ADA accessible.
A possible aerial alignment is depicted in Figure 19.
An aerial system similar to a 3S Gondola (a Doppelmayr proprietary system) that would run from Alta to Brighton to Park City
would include a terminal building at Alta and Brighton with 4-5 towers between Alta and Brighton. These towers would be
a
a e 200 h gh.
The aerial run from Brighton to Park City would require terminal buildings at Brighton and Park City and an angle station in the
vicinity of the top of Summit. 10-12 towers would also be needed.

Figure 20 is a photograph of a typical 3S Gondola system.
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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I-80: Parleys Base to Kimball
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

BRT/Express Bus has been considered through the I-80 c d
Pa e
Ca
. C e
I-80
Pa e
Ca
ha
adequate capacity to run a BRT/Express Bus line without dedicated lanes; however, further analysis of future year volumes and
capacity will have to be conducted to determined 2040 demands and capacities. As proposed, the BRT/Express Bus option
would travel in mixed flow with automobile traffic as shown in Figure 21.
L gh a
Pa e
Ca
d e
e ded ca ed g de a to separate the rail vehicles from automobile traffic as shown in
Figure 22.
The e e d f Pa e
Ca
be ee he
h a d M
a De Re e
ha e c ed d h. UDOT ha
a
expand I-80 in this section. The expansion will take the available canyon bottom through this section. This end also has landslide
hazards above the existing road cuts. Consequently, the remaining location for a potential rail alignment in this area would be
elevated in the median between the eastbound and westbound traffic lanes (Figure 23).
East of Mountain Dell Reservoir there is adequate room for an at-grade rail alignment.
The g ade
Pa e Ca
ca be eg a ed b ad
a gh a e
e a d
d
e
e a ac /c g
e .
The grades up Pa e Ca
acc
da e a c
e a eh c e.
An illustrative cross-section of BRT/Express Bus travelling in Mixed Flow is shown in Figure 24.

F he a
,c
ec
f
he
h f Pa e
Ca
he a a
e
would either be along Foothill Drive to
the existing University Line at the Stadium Station, or along a new corridor paralleling I-80 and tying into the Salt Lake Central
Station.
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Figure 21

Figure 22
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Figure 23

Figure 24
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SR-224: Kimball to Old Town
o
o

Conceptual alignments along SR 224 between Kimball Junction and Park City have been considered for both Bus Rapid Transit
and Light Rail. This alignment is depicted in Figure 25.
Both the Bus Rapid Transit option and Light Rail options would include exclusive guideway either in the median or side running.
Conceptual cross sections are shown in Figures 26 through 29.
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Figure 25
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Figure 26

Figure 27
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Figure 28

Figure 29
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Guardsman Pass
Guardsman Pass is open during summer months only. There
have been suggestions to keep it open year round as an option
for the Mountain Accord process. It could be used for private
automobiles and/or transit options. UDOT conducted a study of
all of their winter passes that close during snow season.
Guardsman Pass was included in that study. (It should be
noted that UDOT does not have continuous jurisdiction; there is
a gap that is owned by Wasatch County between Park City and
Big Cottonwood Canyon).
While Guardsman Pass as a year round transportation corridor
could meet some of the transportation goals and metrics
established for Mountain Accord, there are several metrics that
it does not meet that warrant the dismissal of Guardsman as an
alternative in consideration for Mountain Accord. The following
paragraphs explain the reasoning behind why Guardsman
should not be considered as it relates to the transportation goals and metrics.
Goal 2: Ensure the transportation experience is reliable and facilitates a positive experience.
Guardsman presents a number of inherent risks related to the natural area namely, avalanches,
inclement weather, steep grades and drop-offs, and tight turns.
A transportation
recommendation that includes Guardsman as an option would likely increase the number and
severity of incidents due to the natural risks, but also could increase the risks associated with
natural events beyond what is already experienced in the area. Cost is not one of the System
Group metrics for Phase I, however, it should be noted that there is substantial roadway
construction and maintenance costs as well as environmental impacts associated with getting
Guardsman up to UDOT roadway standards and keeping it open year round.
Goal 3: Ensure the transportation experience is safe and promotes health. Guardsman would
provide an evacuation alternative, however, in turn could create additional risks as previously
stated in the Goal 2 discussion. The Guardsman route is a shorter route in miles to/from several
destinations which could reduce VMT compared to No-Build, however, the travel time savings
are negligible if not worse than alternative routes. Also, with Guardsman open year round there
is a likelihood of induced traffic into the already-congested Old Town Park City. A year-round
Guardsman could also spur additional development in the Bonanza Flats area that would
increase traffic on the roadway system and even increase the VMT in the area as a result,
thereby negating any potential air quality benefits.
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